Aster Curry, Spring 2021

Bea van Leeuwen, Spring 2021

Miles Lemieux, Spring 2021

Axel Feeney, Spring 2021

Painting
____/10 Idea development
____/10 Peer feedback

Current Mark =

Carmen Langdon-Jeans, Spring 2021

Criteria for your ﬁnished painting:
Creativity/observation:
Make something that is insightful,
well-observed, creative, or unexpected.

Quality of brushwork: Diﬀerent kinds of
marks and brushstrokes of high quality.
blending → pattern → texture → painterliness

Composition:
You should create a painting that uses a
clear colour scheme, is non-central, and
well-balanced.

Painting basics - Colour schemes

Name:

Please paint the correct colours in the white circles. Use your colour wheel as a guide.

Analogous colours create a feeling of beauty and harmony. They are close on the colour wheel.

Complementary colours create a feeling of conﬂict and energy. They are opposites on the colour wheel.

Other possibilities include a triangular, square, or rectangular colour scheme. They communicate balance.

Painting basics - Colour wheel

Name:

Mix your colours carefully — you should have an even ﬂow between colours
Use saturated colours — you should not be able to see the gray lines and writing underneath
Do not add outlines — outlines break down colour ﬂow and ﬂatten things
Apply your colours smoothly and carefully
Put desaturated colours in the inside circle — use its complement (opposite) to grey it out
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Skill builders Colour and Emotion

Anger

Calm

Depression

Excitement

It is not what you say, but how you say it. Paint each cat using the exact colours
and brushstrokes needed to express each emotion. Work fast: you have about
1 0 minutes for each one. The QR code will show you larger pics of the emotions.

Anger

Calm

Confusion
Confusion

Depression

Excitement

Love
Love

Acrylic techniques I

Name:

Wet-on-dry
Add paint to your brush, and add it to
dry paper, like normal.
Mix diﬀerent colours while you work.

Pointillism
(dots and dashes)
Add paint to dry paper using dabs and
short brushstrokes.
Mix diﬀerent colours while you work.

Lines
Add paint to dry paper using thick/thin
and short/long lines.
Mix diﬀerent colours while you work.

Acrylic techniques II

Name:

Dry brush
Use scrap paper or paper towel to get
the extra paint oﬀ of your brush, then
make scratchy lines on dry paper
Mix diﬀerent colours while you work.

Glazing
Put down a layer of colour and let it dry.
Then mix some transparent paint and
paint over on top of the ﬁrst layer to
adjust the colour.

Wet-on-wet blending
Mix a together two colours on your
palettes. Put down an area of wet paint,
and then quickly blend in a diﬀerent
colour before they both dry out.

Acrylic painting basics - Apple

Name:

Choose a colour scheme before you begin
Mix up your four steps of paint before you start
You might want to paint on top of the pictures at the bottom of the page ﬁrst

Paint here

Reference image

1. Darks

2. Medium greys

3. Light greys

4. Whites

Acrylic painting basics - orange

Name:

Choose a colour scheme before you begin
Mix up your four steps of paint before you start
You might want to paint on top of the pictures at the bottom of the page ﬁrst

Paint here

Reference image

1. Darks

2. Medium greys

3. Light greys

4. Whites

Acrylic painting basics - Flower

Name:

Choose a colour scheme before you begin
Mix up your four steps of paint before you start
You might want to paint on top of the pictures at the bottom of the page ﬁrst
Paint here

Reference
image

1. Darks

2. Medium
greys

3. Light greys

4. Whites

Acrylic painting basics - Vermeer

Name:

Choose a colour scheme before you begin
Mix up your four steps of paint before you start
You might want to paint on top of the pictures at the bottom of the page ﬁrst
Paint here

Reference
image

1. Darks

2. Medium greys

3. Light greys

4. Whites

Painting evaluation
ارزﯾﺎﺑﯽ ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ
Creativity and Observation
Make something that is: unusual, unique, thoughtful, or very well-observed. Your artwork should
communicate it's idea well whether your idea is "a person can be lonely, even in a crowd," or "the
petals of flowers are delicate, varied, and unbelievably beautiful."
A range of approaches works here:

insightful ← well-observed = creative → unexpected

 آﺛﺎر ھﻧری ﺧود را ﺑﺎﯾد. و ﯾﺎ ﺑﮫ ﺧوﺑﯽ ﻣﺷﺎھده ﻣﯽ ﺷود، ﺑﺎ ﻣﻼﺣظﮫ، ﻣﻧﺣﺻر ﺑﮫ ﻓرد، ﻏﯾر ﻣﻌﻣول: ﺑﮫ ﭼﯾزی اﺳت ﮐﮫ:ﺧﻼﻗﯾت و ﻧظﺎرت
،" ﯾﺎ "ﮔﻠﺑرگ ﮔل ھﺎی ظرﯾف، ﺣﺗﯽ در ﯾﮏ ﺟﻣﻌﯾت،اﯾده آن را ﺑﮫ ﺧوﺑﯽ ﮐﮫ آﯾﺎ اﯾده ﺷﻣﺎ ارﺗﺑﺎط ﺑرﻗرار اﺳت "ﯾﮏ ﻓرد ﻣﯽ ﺗواﻧد ﺗﻧﮭﺎ
". و ﺑﺎور ﻧﮑردﻧﯽ زﯾﺑﺎ ھﺳﺗﻧد،ﻣﺗﻧوع
روﺷﻧﮕری ← ﺧوﺑﯽ ﻣﺷﺎھده = ﺧﻼق → ﻏﯾر ﻣﻧﺗظره

:طﯾف وﺳﯾﻌﯽ از روش ﮐﺎر ﻣﯽ ﮐﻧد در اﯾﻧﺟﺎ

Quality of brushwork
There must be a variety of different kinds of marks and brushstrokes of high quality.
Some brushstrokes are better:

blending → pattern → texture → painterliness

. ﺑﺎ ﮐﯾﻔﯾت ﺑﺎﻻ وﺟود داﺷﺗﮫ ﺑﺎﺷدbrushstrokes  ﺑﺎﯾد از اﻧواع اﻧواع ﻣﺧﺗﻠف ﻋﻼﺋم و:ﮐﯾﻔﯾت ﻗﻠﻣﻣو
.ﺗرﮐﯾب → اﻟﮕوی → ﺑﺎﻓت → ﻧﻘﺎش
: ﺑﮭﺗرbrushstrokes ﺑرﺧﯽ

Composition
You should create a painting that uses a clear colour scheme, is non-central, and well-balanced.
. و ﺑﮫ ﺧوﺑﯽ و ﻣﺗﻌﺎدل ﮐﻧﻧده ﺷده، اﺳت ﻏﯾر ﻣرﮐزی، ﺷﻣﺎ ﺑﺎﯾد ﯾﮏ ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ اﺳت ﮐﮫ ﺑﺎ اﺳﺗﻔﺎده از ﯾﮏ طرح رﻧﮓ روﺷن اﯾﺟﺎد:ﺗرﮐﯾب

“

Lots of layers improve your depth of colour and overall detail. -YJ
Do as many brushstrokes as possible while blending colors together. -SH
Plan your colours out ahead of time. When doing a large portion, making a large amount of
your mixed color helps to keep colours consistent and avoids having to remix them. Be
cautious of how much paint you use. If you use too much the paper can take a heavy hit. -JH
When free painting with acrylics it is best to paint quick and sometimes mix paint on the
painting itself. - AD

Your painting doesn't have to be realistic so don't freak out when it does not look like a
photograph. Balance your lights and darks too. It can change the painting completely. -EM
Paint darker sections first then add lighter parts on top when adding shadows. It looks better than adding
darker on top of light. -MC
Explore new brushstrokes. It will help. -BB
If you are having trouble blending acrylic, take water to wet paint. Paint in the direction of the object (if a flower
petal flows points down, don't pull your paintbrush sideways.) Don't count on being able to make fine details,
no matter what paint you use. -AS
Starting a painting, one should generally build up the entire scene at once, leaving the details until the end. Also
color composition is just as important as the entire overall composition. -DM
Be patient with your paint. The colours can be mixed and essentially ruined if you do not take your time. Also
the less rushed you are, the better results you will get and the better you will feel. -SW
Lay paint on so thick that it doesn't seem like it is going to dry. Work in thick layers without letting the paint dry
between layers of detail. -TV
To achieve the best shading, avoid mixing colours with black and instead consider mixing a
small amount of background colour with the foreground colour - it helps the subject "blend in"
without disappearing into the background. -MS
While painting, try to add different sized brush strokes and add different textures to each
individual section of your painting. Also think of creative colour schemes. -AA
Use lots of different brushstrokes. Try to develop your own style. Practice. Just start painting you can always add more layers. -LS

Advice from former students
Painting

”

Sandy Haroun

Zoe Bartel

Lauren McGowan

Rena Tom

Idea Development
1

ﺗوﺳﻌﮫ اﯾده
٪50  ﺣداﮐﺛر- ﺗوﻟﯾد اﯾده

Generate ideas — maximum of 50%

Use lists, a web map, or simple drawings to come up with a LOT of ideas! If you already have an idea in mind,
choose that as your central theme and expand upon it. Let your ideas wander - one idea leads to another.
Drawings can be details of source images, diﬀerent viewpoints, textures, technical experiments, etc.

 را اﻧﺗﺧﺎب، و ﯾﺎ ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ ھﺎی ﺳﺎده ﺑﮫ آﻣده ﺗﺎ ﺑﺎ ﺑﺳﯾﺎری از اﯾده! اﮔر ﺷﻣﺎ در ﺣﺎل ﺣﺎﺿر ﯾﮏ اﯾده در ذھن، ﻧﻘﺷﮫ وب،اﺳﺗﻔﺎده از ﻟﯾﺳت ھﺎی
 ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ. ﯾﮏ اﯾده ﻣﻧﺟر ﺑﮫ دﯾﮕری-  اﺟﺎزه دھﯾد اﯾده ھﺎی ﺧود را ﺳرﮔردان.ﮐﻧﯾد ﮐﮫ ﺑﮫ ﻋﻧوان ﻣوﺿوع اﺻﻠﯽ ﺧود و ﮔﺳﺗرش ﺑر آن اﺳت
 و ﻏﯾره، آزﻣﺎﯾش ﻓﻧﯽ، ﺑﺎﻓت، دﯾدﮔﺎه ھﺎی ﻣﺧﺗﻠف،را ﻣﯽ ﺗوان ﺟزﺋﯾﺎت ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر ﻣﻧﺑﻊ
Number of words → _____ ÷ 3 = _____%

2

Number of simple sketches → _____ ⨉ 2% = _____%

٪_____ = ٪2 ⨉ _____ → ﺗﻌداد طرح ھﺎی ﺳﺎده

Number of better sketches → _____ ⨉ 4% = _____%

٪_____ = ٪4 ⨉ _____ → ﺗﻌدادی از طرح ﺑﮭﺗر

Select the best and join together ideas
Circle the best ideas
circled = ▢ 5%
Link into groups of ideas

3

linked = ▢ 5%

Print reference images — maximum of 8 images
○
○

○
○

٪_____ = 3 ÷ _____ → ﺗﻌداد ﮐﻠﻣﺎت

ﺑﮭﺗرﯾن را اﻧﺗﺧﺎب ﮐﻧﯾد و ﭘﯾوﺳﺗن ﺑﮫ ﯾﮑدﯾﮕر اﯾده
٪5 ▢ = داﯾره ﺑﮭﺗرﯾن اﯾده ھﺎ دور
٪5 ▢ = ﻟﯾﻧﮏ ﺑﮫ ﮔروه ھﺎی اﯾده ﻣرﺗﺑط

 ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر8  ﺣداﮐﺛر- ﭼﺎپ ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر ﻣرﺟﻊ

Print SIX reference images so you can accurately observe the challenging parts of your artwork. Taking your
and using own photographs is preferred, but image searches are also ﬁne.
Do not simply copy a picture that you ﬁnd. The idea is to edit and combine source images to create your
own artwork. If you simply copy a picture, you are plagiarizing and will earn a zero for your idea generation and
any criteria involving creativity in your ﬁnal artwork.
Up to half of your pictures may be of drawings, paintings, or other artworks of others to use as inspiration. The
other images must be realistic photographs.
You must hand in the printed copy of the images to earn the marks.
 ﺑﺎ ﺗوﺟﮫ ﺧود را و ﺑﺎ اﺳﺗﻔﺎده از ﻋﮑس.ﭼﺎپ ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر ﺷش ﻣرﺟﻊ ﺑﻧﺎﺑراﯾن ﺷﻣﺎ ﻣﯽ ﺗواﻧﯾد ﺑﺎ دﻗت ﻣﺷﺎھده ﻗطﻌﺎت ﺑﮫ ﭼﺎﻟش ﮐﺷﯾدن از آﺛﺎر ھﻧری ﺧود را
. اﻣﺎ ﺟﺳﺗﺟوھﺎی ﺗﺻوﯾر ﻧﯾز ﺧوب ھﺳﺗﻧد،ﺧود ﺗرﺟﯾﺢ داده اﺳت
 اﮔر ﺷﻣﺎ ﺑﮫ ﺳﺎدﮔﯽ ﮐﭘﯽ.ﺑﮫ ﺳﺎدﮔﯽ ﮐﭘﯽ ﮐردن ﯾﮏ ﺗﺻوﯾر ﮐﮫ ﺷﻣﺎ را ﭘﯾدا اﯾده اﯾن اﺳت ﮐﮫ وﯾراﯾش و ﺗرﮐﯾب ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر ﻣﻧﺑﻊ ﺑرای اﯾﺟﺎد آﺛﺎر ھﻧری ﺧود را
. ﺷﻣﺎ ﺧوﺷﮭﭼﯾن و ﺻﻔر ﺑرای ﻧﺳل اﯾده ﺧود را ﺑﮫ دﺳت آورﻧد و ھر ﻣﻌﯾﺎر ﺷﺎﻣل ﺧﻼﻗﯾت در آﺛﺎر ﻧﮭﺎﯾﯽ ﺧود را،ﮐردن ﯾﮏ ﺗﺻوﯾر
 ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر دﯾﮕر ﺑﺎﯾد ﻋﮑس واﻗﻊ ﺑﯾﻧﺎﻧﮫ. و ﯾﺎ دﯾﮕر آﺛﺎر دﯾﮕران ﺑﮫ ﻋﻧوان اﻟﮭﺎم ﺑﺧش اﺳﺗﻔﺎده ﮐﻧﯾد، ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ،ﺑﯾش از ﻧﯾﻣﯽ از ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر ﻣﻣﮑن اﺳت از طرح
.ﺑﺎﺷد
.ﺷﻣﺎ ﺑﺎﯾد در ﻧﺳﺧﮫ ﭼﺎپ ﺷده از ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر دﺳت ﺑﮫ ﮐﺳب ﻋﻼﺋم

_____ images x 5% = _____%

٪_____ = ٪5 × _____ ﺗﺻﺎوﯾر

●
●
●
●

Idea Development

4

ﺗوﺳﻌﮫ اﯾده

Thumbnail compositions — maximum of 10

○
○
○
○

10  ﺣداﮐﺛر- ﺗرﮐﯾب ﺑﻧد اﻧﮕﺷﺗﯽ

Create THREE thumbnail drawings anywhere in the idea development section.
These should be based on combinations of ideas that you can up with. Include your background.
Experiment with unusual angles, viewpoints, and arrangements to help make your artwork stand out.
Draw a frame around your thumbnails to show the edges of the artwork.
.درﺳت ﺳﮫ ﻧﻘﺷﮫ رﯾز در ھر ﻧﻘطﮫ از ﺑﺧش ﺗوﺳﻌﮫ اﯾده
. ﺷﺎﻣل ﭘس زﻣﯾﻧﮫ ﺧود را.اﯾن را ﺑﺎﯾد ﺑر روی ﺗرﮐﯾﺑﯽ از اﯾده ھﺎﯾﯽ ﮐﮫ ﺷﻣﺎ ﻣﯽ ﺗواﻧﯾد ﺑﺎ اﺳت
. و ﺗرﺗﯾﺑﺎت ﺑرای ﮐﻣﮏ ﺑﮫ اﯾﺟﺎد آﺛﺎر ھﻧری ﺧود را ﺑﮫ اﯾﺳﺗﺎدﮔﯽ ﮐردن، ﻧظرات،آزﻣﺎﯾش ﺑﺎ زاوﯾﮫ ﻏﯾر ﻣﻌﻣول
.ﻗرﻋﮫ ﮐﺷﯽ ﯾﮏ ﻗﺎب اطراف ﻋﮑﺳﮭﺎ ﺧود را ﺑرای ﻧﺷﺎن دادن ﻟﺑﮫ ھﺎی آﺛﺎر ھﻧری

_____ thumbnails x 8% = _____%

5

Rough copy — great quality or better
○
○
○
○
○

●
●
●
●

٪_____ = ٪8 * _____ رﯾز ﻋﮑﺳﮭﺎ

 ﺑﺎ ﮐﯾﻔﯾت ﻋﺎﻟﯽ و ﯾﺎ ﺑﮭﺗر- ﮐﭘﯽ ﺧﺷن

Take the best ideas from your thumbnails and combine them into an improved rough copy.
Use this to work out the bugs and improve your skills before you start the real thing.
If you are using colour, use paint or coloured pencil to show your colour scheme.
Draw in a frame to show the outer edges of your artwork.
Remember to choose a non-central composition.
.ﻧﮕﺎھﯽ ﺑﮫ ﺑﮭﺗرﯾن اﯾده ھﺎ را از رﯾز ﻋﮑﺳﮭﺎ ﺧود را و ﺗرﮐﯾب آﻧﮭﺎ را ﺑﮫ ﯾﮏ ﮐﭘﯽ ﺧﺷن ﺑﮭﺑود ﯾﺎﻓﺗﮫ اﺳت
.ﺑﺎ اﺳﺗﻔﺎده از اﯾن ﺑﮫ ﮐﺎر ﮐردن اﺷﮑﺎﻻت و ﺑﮭﺑود ﻣﮭﺎرت ھﺎی ﺧود را ﻗﺑل از اﯾﻧﮑﮫ ﺷﻣﺎ ﺷروع ﺑﮫ ﭼﯾزی واﻗﻌﯽ اﺳت
. رﻧﮓ اﺳﺗﻔﺎده و ﯾﺎ ﻣداد رﻧﮕﯽ ﺑرای ﻧﺷﺎن دادن رﻧﮓ ﺧود را،اﮔر ﺷﻣﺎ ﺑﮫ اﺳﺗﻔﺎده از رﻧﮓ
.ﻗرﻋﮫ ﮐﺷﯽ در ﯾﮏ ﻗﺎب ﺑرای ﻧﺷﺎن دادن ﻟﺑﮫ ھﺎی ﺑﯾروﻧﯽ از آﺛﺎر ھﻧری ﺧود را
.ﺑﮫ ﯾﺎد داﺷﺗﮫ ﺑﺎﺷﯾد ﺑرای اﻧﺗﺧﺎب ﯾﮏ ﺗرﮐﯾب ﻏﯾر ﻣرﮐزی

_____ drawing x 25% = _____%

Total = _____%

●
●
●
●
●

٪_____ = ٪25 × _____ ﻧﻘﺎﺷﯽ

٪_____ = ﻣﺟﻣوع

NOTE: If you simply copy a picture from the internet, your mark drops to 25%.
.٪25  ﻋﻼﻣت ﺧود را ﻗطره ﺑﮫ، اﮔر ﺷﻣﺎ ﺑﮫ ﺳﺎدﮔﯽ ﮐﭘﯽ ﮐردن ﯾﮏ ﺗﺻوﯾر از اﯾﻧﺗرﻧت:ﺗوﺟﮫ

Abstraction

Georgia O’Keeﬀe
Blue and Green Music
1919-21

Oil on canvas
23 x 19”
Art Institute of Chicago

Barnett Newman
Voice of Fire
1967

Acrylic on canvas
540 cm × 240 cm
National Gallery of Canada

Surrealism
Meret Oppenheim (Switzerland), Object, 1936
Fur-covered cup, saucer, and spoon. Cup ⌀ 11cm, saucer ⌀ 24 cm, spoon 20 cm long,
MOMA

René Magritte (Belgium), The False Mirror, 1929
Oil on canvas, 54 x 80.9 cm, Museum of Modern Art, New York

Dada

Kurt Schwitters
The Merzbau
1933

installation
Hanover, Germany

Hannah Höch
Cut with the Kitchen Knife through the
Last Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural Epoch in
Germany
1919-1920

Collage of pasted papers
144 x 90cm
Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Germany

Modernism

Marcel Duchamp
Nude Descending a Staircase (No. 2)
1912

Oil on canvas
147 x 89.2 cm
Philadelphia Museum of Art

Charles Demuth
I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold
1928

Oil on cardboard
90.2 x 76.2 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY

Edward Hopper, Nighthawks, 1942
Oil on canvas, 33 x 60”, Art Institute of Chicago

Modernism

Marc Chagall
I and the Village
1911

Oil on canvas
192.1 cm × 151.4 cm
Museum of Modern Art, NY

Art Analysis

Name:

/10

As a class, we discussed four artworks from art history. Please choose one of those
artworks for analysis.
Artist: _________________________

Title: ______________________________________________

1) Observe:

Please list six things that you see:

___/3

•

•

½ point for each
thing observed

•

•

•

•

2) Analyse:

What clues and hints about the meaning has the artist included in
this artwork? What idea or feeling does the colour, style, or technique
communicate? For example:
“The ___________ means ___________.”
or “The way the _____________ is painted tells me that _____________.”

___/2

•

2 visual characteristics
or clues - 1 point each

•

3) Interpret:

In full, what do you think the artist is trying to communicate? Please
give two specific reasons why you think this is so.

___/3

•

Full meaning
+ your reason

•

4) Evaluate:

Did the artist do a good job of communicating it? (In other words, Is
this a good artwork?) Please give two solid and thoughtful reasons
why this is so.

___/2

•

1 point for your
opinion and 1 point
each for your reason

•

Peer feedback for painting
Name of artist:

/10

بازخورد نظیر برای نقاشی
نام هنرمند:

Creativity and Observation

خالقیت و نظارت

Consider observation, accurate line detail, shapes, and shading. Also consider how clearly the idea is
communicated.
. همچنین در نظر چگونه به وضوح ایده ابالغ شده است. و سایه در نظر بگیرید، اشکال، جزئیات خط دقیق،مشاهده

Quality of brushwork

کیفیت با قلممو

There must be a variety of different kinds of marks and brushstrokes of high quality. Consider different kinds of
brushstroke such as blending, dry-brush, and blocks of colour. Also consider accurate colour mixing, such as
having a great range of lights and darks, and carefully mixed greys. Some brushstrokes are better:
blending → pattern → texture → painterliness
 خشک و، مانند ترکیبbrushstroke  انواع مختلف. با کیفیت باال وجود داشته باشدbrushstrokes باید از انواع انواع مختلف عالئم و
، مانند داشتن یک محدوده بزرگ از رنگی روشن و تیره، همچنین در نظر اختالط رنگ دقیق. و بلوک های رنگ در نظر بگیرید،برس
: مناسب عبارتند ازbrushstrokes  برخی.خاکستری و دقت مخلوط

ترکیب بندی

Composition

Consider whether they have a complete all-over base layer, how well the background is developed, do they have
a clear colour scheme, and how well balanced the textures, colours, lights and darks are in the artwork. Also
consider providing advice on how to complete the project.
 انجام آنها را یک طرح، که چگونه به خوبی پس زمینه توسعه داده شده است،در نظر بگیرید که آیا آنها یک تمام بیش از الیه پایه کامل
 همچنین در نظر ارائه مشاوره در. رنگی روشن و تیره در آثار هنری است، رنگ، و چگونه به خوبی متعادل کننده بافت،رنگ روشن
.مورد چگونگی تکمیل این پروژه است
Be specific: say WHERE it is, and WHAT they should DO/WHAT is going well
Example: “You can make the texture in his hair better by observing the shapes of the lights and darks“
 چه به خوبی می گذرد/  و چه باید بکنند، می گویند که در آن است:متن های خاص
" "شما می توانید بافت در موهای او بهتر با مشاهده اشکال از رنگی روشن و تیره را:به عنوان مثال
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You should offer SIX pieces of positive and negative feedback.
.شما باید شش قطعه از بازخورد مثبت و منفی است
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